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Campus responds to terrorist attacks
with prayer, education and fund raising

T

he terrorist attack on th e United States
left most USD students with th ei r first
bitter taste of a sensation th at so many generati ons before them experienced - th e fear
and pain of war.
From the days spent huddled aroun d
television sets endl essly rep laying scenes of
th e destruction in New York City an d
Washington, D.C., to the impromptu classroom discussions and moments of silent
prayer in Founders Chapel, USD's students
came face-to-face with a horror they had
never witnessed before in th eir lifetimes.
"I was in the second grade when we were
in the Gulf War," said freshman Ashley
Spi ndler. "And with (the bomb ing of th e
federal building in) Oklal1oma City, we
4
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were fighting ourselves. Now we are united
against an outsider. This will be the first war
of my generation. "
And like chose before chem, students
responded by supp orting victims through
prayer and calls for peace. Remembrance
ribbons were handed out by the Associated
Students shortly after the bombing, and
caravans were quickly mobilized to the local
chapter of the An1erican Red Cross for
blood donations.
Faculty and staff responded by organizing
an open forum within 48 hours of the
Sept. 11 attack, where more than 200 students
asked professors, priests and peace activists
for insight o n why America was targeted,
and what the nation's response should be.

All panelists urged the students to see pas t
their anger and resist the urge to lash back.
"Our first emotions of anger and sorrow
can move us to act in ways that are unethical," said Monsignor Daniel Dillabough,
vice president of the Office of Mission and
Ministry. "As one processes these emotions,
we have to look at the principles that life is
sacred and that violence is never j usrified."
The university's Sept. 14 Mass of the Holy
Spirit, held annually to celebrate the begin-

"As one processes these emotions,
we have to look at the principles
that life is sacred and that violence
.IS never JUS
. t·t·
I 1ed ." - Monsignor Daniel Dillabough
President Alice B. Hayes coordinated USD's
outreach and education efforts during th e
crisis, issuing a strong statement that th e
university would not rolerate any harassment
of Arab American and Middle Eastern students, faculty or staff. She also is working on
suggestions to develop an educational program
or panel on Islam to facilitate better understanding of different cultures on campus.
"In the days ahead, we should make a
special effort to gain more knowledge and
understanding of the foreign affairs and the
events and beliefs that led to this crisis,"
Hayes said. "We have rich intellectual
resources to help this learning process. Our
international student community also is a
resource. In classes and conversation, we
will have many opportunities to learn and
develop informed views on these matters. "
Informal classroom discussions fo llowing
the arrack helped senior Lars Schmidt sort
through rhe issues. He acknowledged most
ning of the school year, served as an
impromptu memorial service for the bombing victims. More than 1,000 people crowded into The lmmaculata, where many in the
standing-room crowd openly wept as an
ROTC representative ended the service by
carrying out the American flag while the
congregation sang "America the Beautiful."
The campus also reached out ro the victims. The Associated Students sent giant
posters filled with students' prayers and
wishes to New York Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani's office. The athletic department
sponsored a basketball game pitting the
faculty against the students in the Jenny
Craig Pavilion, with the proceeds going ro
victims' fam ilies. And more than 800 San
Diego area airline employees gathered in
The lmmaculata Sept. 28 for a memorial
service for the employees of United and
American airlines who died in the attack.

More than 1,000 people crowded into
The lmmaculata during the Sept. 14
Mass of the Holy Spirit, which served as
an impromptu memorial service for the
terrorism victims.

of what he knew abo ut the horrors of war
had come from Hollywood.
"The only thing a !or of us could relate
chis to is the movie 'Pearl Harbor,' which
gave us some insight inro the tragedy of
our nation being attacked," Schmidt says.
"Although this is a tragedy, it's also a lesson
chat we're just as vulnerable as everyone
else in the world ."

For resources and information on the current
crisis, log on to ethics.sandiego.edu.
FALL 2001
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Church more effectively preach the gospel in
the modern world. Nuns gradually emerged
from their habits and cloistered lives to work
among the wo rld's oppressed.
"The Church was looking for ways to
make our lives and our work more fruitful ,"
Shaffer says. "Thar's why most of us no
longer wear the habit - it was a barrier
between us and the people we were crying
to reach."
While for many Catholics Vatican II
widened the appeal of the Church, for some
it had the opposite effect. Rodee says when
she joined the Sacred Heart order in 1957,
there were almost 8,000 members worldwide. After Vatican II a significant number
left the order, and now she estimates there
are fewer than 4,000 members.
Rodee says the RSC] still has a strong
focus on education and has seen its ranks
swell in the Congo, Zaire, Korea, Uganda
and Ke nya.
"We've been active in talking with yo ung
women, but it's not recruiting in the traditional sense because in the end, it is a calling."

New era finds nuns working for victims
of economic and political oppression

I

r was 1945 when Mocher Rosalie Hill and
a small group of sisters from the Religious
of the Sacred Heart first sec foot on a chaparral-covered hill char would become USD.
More than a half century later, 330 sisters
from the same U.S. chapter gathered on
campus, and it was hard to cell which had
changed more: rhe university or the order
of Catholic nuns char founded it.
"We used to be very isolated," says Sister
Par Shaffer, who next spring will celebrate
her 50th anniversary in the rel igious order
known as RSC], which operates 54 primary
and secondary schools worldwide. "Now we
are focused on ways we can get out and work
among the people who need us - the poor,
victims of political and econom ic injustice,
the HIV-positive population, alcoholics,
the homeless. Ir is a 180-degree turn in the
approach ro our work."
The theme of this summer's three-day
assembly at USD, "Living the Chapter:
Globalization a Year La ter," fo llowed up last
6
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year's worldwide meeting of nuns in France,
and marked the first time since 1988 chat
the U.S. chapter met formal ly as a group.
"Ar the meeting in France, the focus was
manifesting God's presence in the world,"
says Sister Virginia Rodee, assistant to the
vice president of mission and minisrry at
USD. "This was a chance for us to measure
our progress since then ."
How well have they done? So well char
Mocher Hill might not have recognized her
colleagues or the order itself. In the early
1950s, the sisters who ran the College for
Women (the precursor to USD) were semicloistered. Except for meeting with and
reaching students, and Sunday afternoon
visits from their fami lies in the Founders
Hall parlor, the nuns were relatively shut
off from the outside world.
Shaffer says the order's global perspective
has roots in the Second Vati can Council, the
series of landmark refo rms char so ught to
preserve Catholic tradition while helping the

ON THIS

DATE
Tuition was raised to $250 per unit,
bringing the cost for a full-time student
to $7,500 per year. Full-time tuition in
the 200 1-02 academic year rings in at
around $19,000.
"Scarface" and "The Breakfast
Club" were the main features at the
"drive-in movie" on the soccer field .
The event was B.Y.O.B.C. - bring your
own beach chairs.
The university launched a quarterly
alumni publication called U Magazine.
"The 'U' is just getting started and has a
long way to go," said editor John
Sutherland.The magazine today is called
USO Magazine, and we like to think that
it has come a long way.

Then and Now
History grad chronicles
WWII heroic sites
long the shores of the Moselle
River in northeast France, World
War II continues. For the dedicated
volunteers who scour the area for
the remains of Allied soldiers killed
in action, the war won 't be over until
the last serviceman is located , identified
and sent home for a proper ceremonial
burial.
The recovery work is just one of
many efforts that honors the memory
- and the heroism - of World War II.
Now, a group led by Terrence Hammes
Mowbray, a 1981 history graduate , is
documenting these efforts and linking them to courageous
deeds , both military and civilian , of the past.
This September, a film crew from the International American
He r itage Foundation, of which Mowbray is president, visited
nearly SO World War II sites in France, Germany, Holland and
Belgium. They photographed and researched projects such as a
community cemetery in Belgium where civilians risked their
lives to bury downed fliers , and an ongoing mine removal effort
in France .
The foundation plans to publish a book that will feature these
stories in photographs , showing the locations as they appeared
during the war and as they look now. Sales will benefit veterans '
organizations.

A

"Today we can take for granted the sacrifices made by soldiers and civilians in Europe ," says Mowbray, whose father and
uncle served in World War II. "But we shouldn 't be so jaded
that we forget the heroes of the past and the heroic efforts
that continue today."
In addition to the book, the foundation - which includes former USD professors Ray Brandes and Robin Winchester
Goodenough , and alumni Elisabeth Bradbury '98 (M .A.) and
Michael McGee '81 - plans a series of documentary films and
a traveling photo exhibit. They' ll return to Belgium in January to
photograph the winter sites of The Battle of the Bulge.
For more information, log on to the foundation's Web site ,
VictorylnEurope .com.

WHAT IS IT?

USO by the Numbers
Sports Medicine Office
3
23

Years Carolyn Greer has been head athletic trainer

42

Average number of athletes treated daily

I 00

Number of full-time trainers

Towels used per basketball game

I IO Ice packs applied each day
I I8
150
480
500
288,000

Practices covered by trainers during August
Gallons of water consumed at each football game
Ace bandages used per semester
Yearly physical exams of athletes
Feet of white tape used in one year

We'll be testing your knowledge and memory of Alcala
Park in each issue of USD
Magazine by running photos
of campus landmarks, hot
spots and haunts. If you can
identify the above photo,
congrats, you've got a keen
eye. If you need a little help,
turn to page 32 for the
complete picture.
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How did your involvement in
church ministry begin?
My first part-time job was as a
volunteer youth minister in college,
back when the Catholic church was just
venturing into youth ministry. I came here
IO years ago as a temporary part-timer
working on Scripture study. That's when I
realized I liked working with college students, because they're older, more mature
and are more sophisticated thinkers.

A

with Mike McIntyre
Director of University Ministry
A former Catholic seminary student who opted
to serve the Church through avenues other than
the priesthood, Mike McIntyre '76 (religious studies) recently was named director of University
Ministry, filling the vacancy left by Father John
Keller, now principal at St. Augustine High School
in San Diego.
McIntyre , 48, has been married for 25 years to
Mary Anne, and has three daughters: Katie '00;
Beth, a USD junior; and 16-year-old Tess. After
four months in his new role, McIntyre says he's
confident he made the right decision to serve
God through his ministry to young adults.

How has religion been woven
throughout your life?
I was born and raised Catholic and
was among the last of the bilingual
altar boys who served when Mass was
said in Latin. As a boy, I hadn't yet discovered faith for myself and found it simply
was easier to just go to Mass rather than
have a big fight with my parents.
Then, in high school and college, I had
friends who were evangelical, and I found
that so attractive. I was steeling my
nerves to tell my parents I wasn't going to
be Catholic anymore when a woman
came witnessing door-to-door and asked
me what would happen if everyone who
felt like me decided to leave the Catholic
church. In essence, she gave me permission to have issues and work through
them slowly. I talked to a priest and realized that, despite
my issues, the
Catholic church

A

What function does University
Ministry have on campus?
We find ways to present the
Catholic, Christian tradition that is
accessible to students and allows them to
look at everyday life through the lens of
faith . We offer student Masses, do one-onone counseling, have resident ministers,
and provide ways for students to get
involved in service by volunteering at
juvenile hall and St.Vincent DePaul's. We
also plan a variety of retreats throughout
the year for students, faculty and staff.

A

How have people been affected
by University Ministry retreats?
One example is a student who was
raised without any faith traditions
and had a deep conversion experience
after attending a Search Retreat. There
were a lot of tears and even some confusion and anger about why he hadn't heard
anything like this before. For me, it was
humbling just to be there to see what the
Spirit was doing in him. It ended up having
a ripple effect through his family, and they
all took the opportunity to talk about
faith, Christ and other issues they faced .

A

What are your goals for
enhancing University Ministry's
role on campus?
I would like to see the ministers
collaborating more. Some of the
ministers have a passion for evangelizing,
some have a passion for social justice and
some excel in faith development, and I'd
like to see their strengths combined.
Another idea is a project called "Adopt a
Population." Instead of waiting for groups
on campus to come to us, we could go
out to them and be of service.

A

Mike McIntyre '76

In the News
Back in the Swing
fter a year of playing on-again, offagain tennis, 2000 graduate Zuzana
Lesenerova has landed a sponsor and is
headed for Women's Tennis Association
pro circuit.
"Most people who worked with Zuzana
this past year feel she can be in the top
50," says women's tennis coach Sherri
Stephens, who coached the Czech Republic
native to 1999 NCAA National Singles
Championship, the first national title for
USD.
Lesenerova, who holds more Intercollegiate Tennis Association Grand Slam
titles than any other player, is expected to
train in Miami.

A

Zuzana
Lesenerova '00
joins the pro
tour.

--~----
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Living Large

1987 grad
Jack Kelly will
lead alumni.

A

national survey of campus housing
found that nearly nine out of every
IO USD students living on campus dig
dorm living.
The 200 I survey by the Association of
College and University Housing Officers
found that 87 percent of USD students
surveyed said they were slightly to very
satisfied with residence hall life. USD's
resident advisers and dining services also
were among the highest ranked in the
country.
Marks for USD's residence halls have
improved dramatically (at least I5 percent)
in several categories since 1998, when
the survey was fi rst taken. Personal space,
facilities , social and cultural activities, ab ility
to sleep without interruption, computer
connections and cleanliness all improved.
The only category to show a decrease in
satisfaction du r ing that period was timeliness of repairs, dropping by just I percent.
Rick Hagan, director of Housing and
Residence Life, attributes the high marks
to the addition of eight residence hall
advisers, an increased number of RA floor
duty hours, more emphasis on educational
and cultural programming, stricter enforcement of alcohol and drug policies, computer wiring of all rooms and ongoing
renovations.

New Alumni
Director Named

J

ack Kelly, a 1987 business administration graduate, will lead the Office
of Alumni Relations with an agenda to
improve alumni benefits and make sure
alumni are in touch with the university.
"My personal goal is to connect alumni
with what they were involved with in
school," says Kelly, "whether it was
Associated Students, Greek life or clubs,
because that is what we as alumni feel
closest to."
Kelly, 36, was named to the position
in September afte r a search to replace
former director John Trifiletti '78, now
USD's director of major gifts. Kelly has
been an active alumni volunteer and spent
12 years in Southern California's business
community, most recently as manager of
business development for Silicon Space,
Inc., an e-business consulting firm .
Kelly is married to Sue Ventimiglia
Kelly '89 , a career counselor for USD's
Career Services department.

Olympic Proportions

I

t was a long, wet summer for USD
juniors Jeanne and Marie Mijalis, but
it took them a step closer to the 2004
Olympics.
The world-class twin kayakers, featured
in the summer issue of USD Magazine,
criss-crossed the globe competing in
European World Cup competitions and
the Pan Am championships in Mexico.
Their best finishes included a third place
in the 1,000-meter doubles at the Paris
World Cup and a bronze medal in the
Pan Am games.
The twins had respectable finishes in the
56-nation World Championships in Poland
- Marie placed I 5th in the 1,000-meter
singles, and the two helped paddle a fourperson kayak to 12th place in both the
500- and 1,000- meter events.
"It was definitely a test, and we aced it,"
says Jeanne .

Leading the Way

T

hree members of the USD Board of
Trustees have been elected to lead
the group: Liam McGee, president of
Bank of America California, will serve as
board chair; Michael T. Thorsnes, partner and founder of the law firm Thorsnes,
Bartolotta & McGuire, has been appointed
vice chair ; and Robert Hoehn, vice president of Hoehn Motors Inc., will serve as
secretary.
Joining as a new trustee is Gregg K.
Carpenter, managing director of the Los
Angeles office of Marsh Risk & Insurance
Services. The 38-member volunteer board,
which includes USD President Alice B.
Hayes, sets policies and guidelines for the
university.
FALL 200 1
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t was a perfect San Diego weekend - clear skies, warm temperatures and 1,000 former classmates sharing stories, memories and
impressions of USD 's ever-changing campus during the Oct. 12-14
Homecoming celebration.
While the national terrorism crisis dampened attendance slightly,
those who traveled to Alcala Park for the celebration were thrilled
with their up-close look at the new Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace
and Justice, an expanded Torero Stadium and the ongoing construction
of the Center for Science and Technology.
"I feel very lucky that I went to this university," says Amy Beck '95
(M .B.A.'98), who traveled from San Francisco. "The peace institute is
breathtaking, and the new science center gives me goose bumps. I was
a science major, and this will be a far cry from Serra Hall."
Tours of the peace and justice institute were part of a weekend that
included a Student Alumni Association reunion, individual class gettogethers, a tailgate party, a Saturday night dance and a Sunday Mass.
And don't forget football - the Toreros defeated Fairfield, 38-35 , in
front of more than 2, I 00 fans .
Alumni Board members Ann Maulhardt '95 and Mike Liuzzi '76
U.D. '80, L.LM '83) presented President Alice B. Hayes with a check for
more than $2.3 million, the amount alumni and reunion classes rai sed
this year for scholarships, financial aid and academic programs.
The weekend included the presentation of the Rev. Mother Rosalie
Hill Award - which recognizes an alumnus or alumna for extraordinary service to the university - to Sally North Asbille '82.
A founding member of the student Senior Retreat,Asbille continued
to serve the university after graduation, joining the Alumni Board in
the late '80s and organizing Homecoming and the Author E. Hughes
Career Achievement Awards.Asbille also co-chaired USD 's 50th
anniversary all-alumni celebration .
"Sally has been a quiet force in USD's alumni outreach for many
years," says John Trifiletti '78, USD's director of major gifts. "She
is the consummate volunteer - always standing by to help, always
giving others the recognition and thanks."
Graduates also met the new director of alumni relations, Jack
Kelly '87, who got an earful of positive comments about the university's changes from alumni who toured the campus.
"This whole place is dynamite," says Herb Sullivan '63 , who spent
the Saturday afternoon tailgate party leafing through old yearbooks
with classmates John Coombe '63 and Dennis Halloran '61 . "This
campus looks so different - we were tiny back then - but I'd come
back here in a heartbeat."

For more Homecoming photos, log on to http://alumni.sandiego.edu.

ea his vis-ion for Catholic h-ig
cation -in a clocument caTiea Ex Corde Ecclesiae - From the Hearl of
the Church.
While much of the clocument focuses on Catholic iclent-ity ancl mission
-in eclucat-ion, -it also conta-ins a controvers-ial call for professors who teach
Catholic theology to receive a mandatum, or manclate, from the Church.
A~er much clebate ancl cliscuss-ion center-ing on acaclemic freeclom,
bishops -in the Unitecl States this year released gu-iclel-ines for how Ex Corde

Ecclesiae shoulcl be appl-iecl. Like many other Catholic colleges ancl un-ivers-it-ies, USD now -is negotiating the uncharted territory of th-is new
Church cl-irect-ive.
To help unclerstancl the scope ancl purpose of Ex Corde Ecclesiae,
Franc-is Lazarus, USD provost, ancl Monsignor Daniel Dillabough, USD
v-ice pres-iclent of Mission ancl M-in-istry, prov-icle the-ir insights on th-is
h-istor-ic document.
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Franc-is la:z;aTUS
USD Provost
he publication of Ex Corde Ecc!esiae

marked a significant moment in the
history of Catholic education. For the
first time since the development of modern research universities, the Church
published a single, definitive statement
about the nature and role of Catholic
colleges and universities in furthering the
ends of secular learning and evangelizacion for which they were founded.
Unfortunately, the discussion of chis
document in the popular press has
emphasized the controversies surrounding certain guidelines, including the conferral of the mandatum, the official affirmation by a local bishop chat Catholic
theologians are teaching in communion
with the Church's magisterium (teaching
authority). While these controversies
deal with important questions and present some challenges for USD and ocher
Catholic universities, they constitute only
a small fraction of the complete message
of Ex Corde Ecc!esiae. I will return to che
controversies lacer, but would like first to
point out those aspects of the document
chat have won wide acclaim among
Catholic educators for their vision and
insight.
A positive and optimistic cone characterizes chis document, especially in the
first pare, which deals with Catholic universities' identity, mission and service.
Pope John Paul II expresses great confidence, gratitude and respect for the work
of Catholic colleges and universities in
furthering the mission of the Church.
More important, he expresses confidence
in che ability of individual scholars and
the academy in general co continue making progress in pursuit of the synthesis
of faith and reason chat has motivated
Christian scholars since the time of Sc.
Augustine. The Church's validation of
che methods, results and value of research
and scholarship is encouragement co
scholars in every discipline.
Ex Corde Ecclesiae also provides a substantial service to those who are engaged
in Catholic higher education by defining
the essential characteristics of a Catholic
university. As the document reflects, a
truly Catholic university is Catholic in

its inspiration of individuals and of the
university community, continues co
reflect on and contribute co the expanding body of human knowledge, is faithful co the Christian message, and demonstrates an institutional commitment to
the service of God's people. This statement of characteristics defines the nature
of a Catholic university in personal,

Provost Francis Lazarus

organizational and universal terms, and
provides goals for both aspiration and
evaluation. These characteristics also
provide a general foundation upon
which each Catholic university can fash~

"Perluips the most critical
section of Ex Corde Ecdesfae

for Catholic colleges and
universities in the United
States is the document's

definition of the nature of
academic freedom."
~

ion a mission statement and a set of goals
and objectives chat support the needs of
the university and its constituents, as well
as the needs of the Church.
Perhaps the most critical section of
Ex Corde Ecclesiae for Catholic colleges

and universities in the United Scates is
the document's definition of the nature
of academic freedom: a scholar's right,
within his or her area of competence, to
seek the truth wherever evidence leads,
and the right co publish and teach the
resul cs of such research. Al though che
term "academic freedom" occurred in
at lease one earlier official document of
the Catholic Ch urch, Ex Corde Ecclesiae
marks the Church's first explicit acceptance of chis fundamental right of Catholic
scholars. Without such an affirmation,
individual scholars would have been disenfranchised from the very pursuit of
truth co which Ex Corde Ecclesiae exhorts
chem, and Catholic universities, at lease
in the United States, would likely have
been unable to operate in the mainstream of American higher education.
A final , extremely positive contribution chat Ex Corde Ecc!esiae provides to
Catholic universities and their scholars
and students is its presentation in broad
terms of an intellectual agenda which the
Church needs the academy's help in pursuing. The Holy Father acknowledges
the distinct contributions char Catholic
colleges and universities can make co the
Church, co civil society and to contemporary culture.
Ex Corde Ecclesiae identifies several
"serious contemporary problems" that
should engage Catholic institutions of
higher education, and highlights the
Church's concern with the promotion of
social justice and the integration of ethical principles in the development and
application of human knowledge. Ic
righcly contends chat the fruitful exchange
of views among the disciplines and a
cooperative, interdisciplinary effort to
push forward the boundaries of human
knowledge provide the best hope possible for achieving the ultimate objective
of Catholic scholarship, the integration
of faith and reason. The document calls
for the study of world cultures, including the effects of technology and the role
of science in posing and solving complex
questions. These laudable, even inspirational, components of Ex Corde Ecc!esiae
constitute che core message of che Holy
Father and the large majority of the text.
In the part of the document tided
"General Norms," however, we find cer-

continued on page 15
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Mons1gnor Dan1el DHlahough.
Vice President, USD Mission
and Ministry

T

ruer words could nor be spoken of
USD than those used by Pope John
Paul II as he began his Aposto lic Constitution on Catholic universities, Ex Coide
Ecclesiae (From the Heart of
rhe Church). For the dream
of a Catholic university in
San Diego was born from
the heart of Bishop Charles
Francis Buddy and shaped
by the heart of Mother
Rosalie Hill. And in 1949,
the University of San Diego
began to write a new chapter
in the long history of Catholic
higher education, which
dares back to the 12th century in Europe and the founding of Georgetown University
in the United States in 1789.
Like the Church herself,
Catholic universities and colleges have carried rhe responsibility of reading the signs
of the rime and interpreting
them in light of the Gospel
as they sought to carry out
the "search for truth and the
certainty of already knowing
rhe fount of truth." In Ex
Corde Ecclesiae, Pope John
Paul II has put to paper the
work of more than 30 years of dialogue
and discussion to describe the unique
identity and mission of Catholic higher
education. In so doing, he has both
praised and challenged Catholic universities and colleges.
Bishop Buddy once said that it rakes
100 years to build a great university. The
truth of his words can be understood by
looking at the many changes in Catholic
higher education in rhe last 50 yea rs .
Catholic universities now are respected
as outstanding institutions of learning
and, like USD , are ranked among rhe
top schools in the country in many disciplines. Without being viewed as either
sectarian or secular, Catholic universities
are recognized today as places where the
impartial search for truth rakes p lace
within an even broader context of the

14
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dialogue between fa ith and reason.
These years also have seen changes
that impact Catholicity. There are fewer
priests and religious on campus, student
bodies are more religiously diverse, and
government funding and student loans
require some autonomy from formal
church affiliation .
Add to this rhe reality that many
church-sponsored universities are now

Monsignor Daniel Dillabough

secular and hold no relation to their
founding religious institutions, coupled
with the closing of many smaller denominational colleges in the last decade, and
yo u begin to understand the importance
for the development of a clear plan for
ens uring the identity and mission of our
Catholic universities into the next century.
~

"The fruits of Ex Cord.e
already a.re Leing realized,
even a.s some challenging
and polentia.lly conflicting
issues a.re worked on."

The fruits of Ex Corde already are
being realized, even as some challenging
and potentially conflicting issues are
worked on. The document has invited
discussion and dialogue at many levels
of university and C hurch that already are
bearing good results. At USD and elsewhere, we have seen a more conscious
effort to explain mission and Catholic
identity to the entire community
through orientation programs, workshops and presentations. When working
from mission and identity,
the community begins to see
that USD must be serviceoriented, must be diverse,
must be welcoming to other
faith traditions, must be protective of academic freedom,
must be ethical and just,
must be faithful to Church
teaching, and must have an
active faith community not because it is politically
correct, bur because it is what
a university must be to be
Catholic.
Still, challenging questions remain as professors of
Catholic rheology are invited
to seek a mandate from the
local bishop char signifies that
what they are teaching as
Catholic rheology is indeed
faithful to Catholic reaching.
How to protect academic
freedom and institutional autonomy is at
the core of this discussion. Other issues
char will continue to invite dialogue are:
recognition of university statutes by the
local bishop; the call for a majority of
Catholic teachers so as not to endanger
the Catholic identity; and just how a
Catholic culture on a campus is defined
and realized.
When studying rhe history of Catholic
universities, it is clear that in every era
rhe universities have engaged in a process
of acculturation. T heir identity has been
negotiated with government, American
higher education and the Church. Ex
Corde Ecclesiae has made a significant
contribution to that history, a contribution that will guide USD in its next 50
years on its way to becoming a great
Catholic university.

continued from page 13
rain guidelines chat some scholars believe
threaten the autonomy of individuals or
institutions. The first expectation is th at
certain Catholic colleges and universities
must submit th eir statutes and governing
documents co the local Bishop for approval.
This co ncern has been alleviated with
language in the Conference of Catholic
Bishops' official app lication of Ex Corde
Ecclesiae to the United States, which calls
for the bishop to "affirm" rather than
"approve" a universiry's statutes (San Diego
Bishop Robert H. Brom is a member of
USD's Board ofTrustees, the body whi ch
secs the university's bylaws).
The second expectation, chat all
Catholic universities should employ
Catholics in a majority of fac ul ty positions, is not mentioned in the official
app lication. While it remains a concern ,
it appears now not likely to cause significant difficulty if a good faith effort to
include a significant number of Catholics
on the faculty and in the student body
is apparent on th e pan of individual
Catholic colleges and universities.
The controversy beside which all others
pale in interest and intensity, however, is
the question of the mandatum, a formal
recognition by the local bishop chat a
Catholic theologian is teaching orthodox
doctrine in communion with the magisterium of the Church. This guideline
has caused considerable concern among
many Catholic scholars. Some fear that
bishops will use the mandatum as a lever
to sq uelch theological views that dissent

Ex Corde Ecclesia.e: Tlte AppHcation to tlte United. States
Catholic Iaennty
Mandatum
Catholic universities, in addition to
their academic commitments to
secul ar goals and programs, should
excel in theological education, prayer
and liturgy, and works of charity.
These religious activities, however,
do not alone make a university
"Cathol ic." Ex Corde Ecc/esiae highlights four distinctive characteristics
that are essential for Catholic identity:
1. Christian inspiration in individuals
and the university community.
2. Reflection and research on human
knowledge in the light of the
Catholic fa ith .
3. Fidelity to the Christian message
in conformity with the magisterium
(teaching authority) of the Church .
4. Institutional commitment to the
service of others.

1. The mandatum is fundamentally an
acknowledgment by Church authority
that a Catholic professor of a theological discipline is a teacher within the
full comm union of the Catholic Church.
2. The mandatum should not be construed as an appointment, authorization, delegation or approbation of
one's teach ing by Church authoriti es.
Those who have received a mandatum teach in their own name in
virtue of their baptism and their academic and professional competence,
not in the name of the Bishop or of
the Church's magisterium.
3. The mandatum recognizes the professor's comm itment and responsibility
to teach authentic Cathol ic doctrine
and to refrain from putting forth as
Cathol ic teaching anything contrary
to the Church's magisterium.

For the complete document, go to the Un1tecl States Conference of
CathoHc B1shops Weh s1te at www.ncchuscc.org/b1shops/e"corcle.htm.

from official Church views or to pressure
Catholic universities co silence or even
remove from their posts dissenting theologians. Other scholars object co the
mandatum in principle, believing that any
requirement co conform to externally
determined teaching is an unacceptable
infringement on their academic freedom.
The resolution of the controversy over
the mandatum is still unclear, but what is

apparent is chat the Holy Father has provided a clear explanation and robust
affirmation of the nature, character and
scope of Catholic higher education. Ex
Corde Ecclesiae proclaims and celebrates
the Catholic Church's aspirations for
academic life and challenges USD and
every ocher Catholic university co proclaim the Gospel and secular knowledge
in new and profound ways. +

Soaring open spaces and an abundance of natural
light are hoped to instill a sense of peace and
tranquility in those who work and study in the
institute. "The ideal is for people to be inspired
to great things," says director Joyce Neu.
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Just five days after students attended tb e fi rst classes in tbe Joan B. Kroc
Institute for Peace and Justice, t erro rist attacb in New York City and
Wasl1ingt on, D .C., served as gruesom e reminders that peace an d
justice are in sl10rt supply.
With its mandate to "n ot only teach peace, but make peace"
fro m philantbropist Joan B. Kroc, the institute will be amon g
a select few in the U nited States t o combin e research, education and peacem aL!ing effort s under one roof. As part
of its mi ss ion, th e in stitute helped the campus community make sense of the tragic events of tb e past weeks,
sponsoring a town m eeting featuring speakers fro m
different cultures and faith s.
Leading the unique effort is Joyce Ne u, wb o for
eigbt years brougbt nati ons t ogether and negotiated
fragile peace treaties thro ugh lier work at Emory
U niversity's Carter Center. U nfortunately, Neu
enters the job at a time when the nati on wonders
if lasting peace can ever be achieved.
"Part of the mission of the institute is to b elp
people understand our world, even in situations
like this, which defy logic," Neu says. "Because tbe
only way we can help prevent such a tragedy fro m
happening again is t o educate people and creat e a
culture of peace."

We must 1

not only

TEAC
but

PEACE,
EPEACE
FA LL 2 001
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THE NEU PEACE PROCESS

A

FIRST, THE GUNFIRE DISTRACTED HER.
As Joyce Neu worked in a Sarajevo hotel room
late into the night, Bosnian Serbs, Croats and Muslims
waged a bloody battle in the streets below her window.
Neu, then a senior associate direcror of The Carter
Center co nflict resolution ream, accompanied President
Jimmy Carter and his wife, Rosalynn, ro the besieged ciry
ro help arrange a cease-fire that wo uld bring che warring

by Tiinothy McKernan
plwtos by Mike Muckley
programs with activism, and blends peacemaking with the
need for j usrice.
"Ir's important ro understand peace and justice are nor
interchangeable terms," she says. "There are dozens of academic peace programs and a growing number of nonprofits
centered on human rights, bur there are few that combine
che rwo because they are separate disciplines.
"They often share similar goals, bur peacemakers and

1

1

The 90,000 square-foot Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice, made possible by a $25 million gift from its namesake,
opened this fall . Students currently take a variety of classes in international relations, political science and ethics in the institute,
with a graduate curriculum in peace and justice studies beginning next fall .

factions ro the negotiating table. Edgy and nervous, Neu
pushed her fears aside and contin ued her work. The result
was a four-month cease-fire agreement rhac proved ro be a
step coward the 1995 Dayron Accords, which ended nearly
four years of carnage in the former Yugoslavia.
"Hearing that shooting so close helped me understand
how people can endure war, " she says. "Nor that I was in
even a fraction of the danger most people in a war zone are
in every day, bur I realized how strong chose people have
to be ro go through war, and how strong their desire is ro
make ic srop. "
Neu's desire ro create peace brought her ro USO lace lase
year as che first executive director of che Joan B. Kroc Inscirure
for Peace and Justice, built wich a $25 million gift from che
San Diego philanthropist. As che faci liry rook shape on che
former West Point Field, Neu set our ro create a new kind
of institute, one that combines traditional universiry-based
18
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mediarors muse remain neutral, while those in the human
rights and justice arenas are advocates for particular groups,"
Neu adds. "Sometimes it's difficult to reconcile the rwo
approaches."
Bue not impossible. For its first conference in December,
che institute is bringing rogerher leaders of four nations in
various stages of confl ict and all-our war - the Democratic
Republic of Congo, Nepal, Macedonia and Guatemala with the hope of creating durable peace processes in chose
nations. Also invited are leaders in human rights and justice, including President Carter, who will discuss ways to
increase peace through justice.
The institute is well prepared for such major peace
efforcs. Breakout rooms are located throughout the building
ro accommodate private negotiations, which then can be
shared with other world leaders in the 300-seac audirorium.
Above rhe audirorium are booths for rranslarors ro insranta-

J

l

q
J

neously relay the information in vario us languages to participants both in the institute and around the world via
live, two-way video links.
To facilitate negotiations among parties in a specific conflict, the Conflict Resolution Center - created for mediations ranging from local zon ing disputes to international
human rights issues - has two conference rooms joined by
a larger room in rhe center. Parties can huddle in the smaller
rooms, using a special phone ro speak to their leaders, rhen
pass through a door ro join the other side at rhe negotiating
table.
And ro cool off when negotiations get heated, the institute includes a reflection room chat looks out over the center's peace garden.
The center also is a research and learning faci li ry. Oneway glass and a small viewing gallery allow students ro watch
a mediation rake place, and built-in video cameras can
record the event for future classes. To enhance the synthesis
of disciplines involved in peace and justice, professors from
hisrory, law, political science, education and business are
housed in the institute.
Blending advocacy and acade mia allows negotiations
for a peace creary to rake place in one area of the institute,
while researchers in another area develop and test theories
related ro justice - such as examining the effectiveness
of an international crim inal court where terrorists such as
Osama bin Laden might stand trial.
C urrently, students are taking classes in the institute char
relate ro USD's existing curriculum in international relations and justice. Next fall, the institute will launch a grad-

The ocean, olive branches and points of the compass help signify the global
peacemaking aspects that will take place in San Diego. A 300-seat auditorium,
with simultaneous translation booths and live two-way video links, allows participants from throughout the world to come together at Alcala Park for peace and
justice efforts.

uare program in peace and justice studies, fo llowed by an
undergraduate curriculum in the same discipline. C lasses
will include conflict analys is and resolution, American foreign policy and international negociarion. Neu says che
curriculum is designed ro prepare students for careers in
humanitarian organizations, as Foreign Service or government diplomats, or even as professional mediators.
"The institute creates opportunities for people from many
disciplines ro come rogecher and educate a generation ro
not just understand peace and justice in che abstract, but to

To facilitate negotiations among parties in a specific conflict, the
Conflict Resolution Center -

created for 1nediations ranging from

local zoning disputes to internal-ional l-mman rigl1ts issu es -

has two

conference rooms joined l1y a larger roo1n in the center.

j

1

A free-standing institute not based in a specific college or
school, the facility houses 35 faculty from various academic
areas on campus - law, political science, international relat ions, religion, history and business.

make chem real," says USO President Alice B. Hayes. "Joyce
Neu has impressive academic credentials, but she also has
first-person peacemaking experience, doing many of th e
same things we want ro prepare our students to do."
A native of Torrance, Calif., Neu was a double major in
English and French at the Universiry of Colorado at Boulder
before she volunteered for a stint in rhe Peace Corps, where
she taught English to young people in the West African
nation of Senegal from 1972 to 197 4.
Neu returned to rhe United Scates and worked in vario us
fields before earning a master's degree in linguistics from
che Universiry of Southern California, the same institution
where she earned her doctorate in 1985. Her dissertation
F A LL 2001
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Joyce Neu took part in a campus forum immediately following the Sept. I I terrorist attacks to help students sort through the
issues. Also on the panel were Monsignor Daniel Dillabough (left), Arts and Sciences Dean Patrick Drinan ( center), and ethics
Professor Lawrence Hinman. (Photos by David Harrison)

analyzed the ways language is used during negotiations. She
taught applied linguistics for six years before joining the
conflict resol ution program at The Carter Center in Atlanta,
wanting to put her research to work.
Neu quickly discovered she had a lot to learn about conflict resolution, despite her academic background. She was
tutored by President Carter, who taught her the importance

Neu admits her worl<'. has its frustrations. TJ-1e process can be maddenii1.gly slow: Tl1.e Carter Center began mediating in Sudan in tl1.e
late '80s and, despite tl1e peace treaty witl1. Uganda, work was still
ongoing wl1.en Neu left for USD eigl1.t years later.
of having an intimate knowledge of all the facts involved in
a mediation, as well as a command of the issues.
"You learn from past examples," she says. "It was five
years befo re I went out as President Carter's lead (heading
up a conflict resolution team) ."

Neu cites a three-year conflict prevention program in
Estonia as a highlight of her peace work. In the mid-'90s,
when the former Soviet-bloc nation was identified as a hot
spot for potential armed conflict, Neu and her team collaborating with the International Negotiation Nerwork
- facilitated discussions among ethnic Estonians and
Russian groups.
"Russians in Estonia are a large minority not well-integrated into Estonian culture," Neu says. "But by getting
them talking before any violence, we hoped the different
sides would gain a better understanding of the others and
change attitudes to the point chat violence wo uldn't seem
like an alternative. So far, it has worked. "
Neu also played a sign ificant role in the 1999 peace agreement berween Uganda and Sudan, which re-established
diplomatic relations berween the African nations. Steven
Hochman, director of research at The Carter Center, says the
courage Neu showed during negotiations aided the process.
"There had been a series of border conflicts among various groups, and there was a civil war in Sudan," Hochman

Upcoming events at the Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice
PEACEMAKING WITH JUSTICE:
POLICY FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
Dedicatory Conference, Dec. 5 -7
As America is gripped by its own war on
terrorism, armed conflicts and human rights
injustices continue to rage throughout the
world. With its mandate of creating peace
on a global scale, the Joan B. Kroc Institute
for Peace and Justice will focus its first peacemaking conference on four intern ational hot
spots: the Democratic Republic of Congo,
Nepal, Macedonia and Guatemala.
The dedicatory conference will be a true
r~ll-up-the-sleeves work session among world
leaders, where peace and justice won't just
be rhetoric, but are expected to be advanced .
"The dedi catory conference is a working
co nference," says Director Joyce Neu, "and
we expect policy papers will be produced
chat don't just explore problems, but express
what could and should be done to solve
them."
20
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Among the invited speakers ro the invitation-only conference are former President
Jimmy Carter, Rodrigo Carazo Odio,
former president of Costa Rica, and Kieran
Prendergast, U.N. undersecretary general for
political affairs.
Several representatives from the United
Nations will be in attendance, as will representatives of the four involved nations, which
Neu says illustrate countries in various stages
of conflict.
The Democratic Republic of Congo:
Known as the Belgian Congo until it was
renamed Zaire by former President Mobutu
Sese Seko, the central African nation took
its newest moniker in 1997, when Mobutu
was ousted, sparking a four-year war that
left up to 3.5 million dead .
Mobutu's successor, Laurent Desire
Kabila, was assassinated in January, and
his son, Joseph Kabila, has taken steps to
mend ·relations with nearby Rwanda and
Uganda, but fighting continues.

Nepal: Situated berween India and China,
this country has been engaged in a lowintensity conflict since 1996, when a small
Maoist movement began a "People's War"
to depose the current constitutional
monarchy - which it blames for widespread poverty - and install a communise
government. The conflict has slowly escalated, resulting in more than 1,500 deaths.
Macedonia: This nation obtained its independence from Yugoslavia in 1991 and
managed to sidestep the broader Balkan
war that engulfed neighboring Kosovo, in
part due to a United Nations preventive
peacekeeping force sent into the country.
In February, however, ethnic Albanians
launched a rebellion to protest alleged discrimination by the Macedonian government, which is attempting to resolve the
conflict through official diplomacy.
Guatemala: In the northernmost Central
American nation, a 36-year civi l war chat
resulted in 250,000 casualties ended in

says. "Ir was a very dangero us siruarion. Joyce wem deep
inro rhe bush co meer wirh a Ugandan rebel group in
Sudan co resolve rheir demands. Ir's nor like she was crying
co be a hero, bur she knew whar ir would rake co gee rhe
differem sides co srop fighring, and she did ir. "
Neu admirs her work has irs frusrrarions. The process can
be maddeningly slow: T he Career Cemer began mediaring
in Sudan in rhe lace '80s and, despire rhe peace rreary wirh
Uganda, work was srill ongoing when Neu lefc for USD
One-way glass provides students with an opportunity to observe negotiations in
the Conflict Resolution Center, which will be used for mediations on the local
and international level. "This can be used for everything from sm all disputes from mowing down a neighbor's rose bushes o r a law professor illustrating a child
custody case - to large conflicts on an inte rnational scale," Neu says.

eighr years lacer. And appeasing all sides involved in a conflier is a herculean and at rimes impossible cask. Yer she's
learned co deal wirh rhe challenges philosophically.
"I cry co look ar rhe componenr pares co a problem,
because ir's so easy co gee frusrrared and overwhelmed by
rhe enormiry of ir all, " she says. "Ir can be a huge burden
because you feel you have so many people's lives in your
hands, bur rhar's also whar makes ir so rewarding.
"Knowing char I have played a pare - even rhough ir's a
very, very small one - in crearing some peace in rhe world
is a wonderful feeling." +

SEE IT F OR YOURSELF
A chance to sample various ethnic cuisines is part of the
expe rience of La Paloma cafe , the institute's new eatery.

1996 wirh che signing of a peace agreemenr. In June, rhe firsr milirary officer was
successfully prosecured for human righrs
abuses - for rhe 1998 murder of Bishop
Juan Gerardi - bur some argue char
human righrs violations cominue.

For more information on the conference, log
on to http:llpeace.sandiego.edulupdates or
call (619) 260-7509.
WHO WILL OPEN THE CAGES?
I fUMAN TRAFFICKING, SLAVERY
AND CHILD LABOR

Wor/dLink Town Hall Meeting, Jan. 9
The insrirure will plane rhe seeds of peace
wirh romorrow's world leaders, as 500 high
school srudenrs from Mexico and San Diego
join experrs from rhe U.S. Scare Deparrmem
and imernarional human righrs organizarions
fo r a day-long conference on human rights
abuses.
The fifch annual regional yourh rown
meering is sponsored by WorldLink, a forum

You're invited to an open house for the Joan B. Kroc
Institute for Peace and Justice from 4-6 p.m., Friday, Oct. 26.
Tours and refreshments will be provided.

where area srudems can learn abour and
discuss imernarional issues from rhe people
direcdy involved. Worldlink guesrs have
included Julia Tafc, assisram secrerary of
scare for refugees and migrarion, and Nancy
Rubin, che Unired Narions high commissioner on human righrs.
This year's ropic was selecred by srudem
delegares co lase year's meering and coincides
wich a landmark piece of legislarion - che
Imernacional Trafficking Vicrims Prorecrion
Ace funded by Congress this year.

For details on the Worldlink conference, log
on to http://www.youthworldlink.org.
KYOTO LAUREATE SYMPOSIUM

Feb. 5-8
This inaugural evenr hosred by USD and
rhe Inamori Foundarion of Kyoro, Japan,
celebrares rhe lives and works of people
receiving rhe presrigious Kyoro Prize, Japan's
highesr privare award for chose whose liferime work improves sociery.

RSVP by calling (6 19) 260-7509.

Recipiems will speak on cheir chosen field
and parricipare in panel discussions wirh
ocher scholars. Th is year's recipienrs are:

Advanced Technology: Morron Panish
(U.S.), Izuo Hayashi Qapan), and Zhores
Ivanovich Alferov (Russia), for rheir pioneering work in opro-elecrronic rechnology,
which paved rhe way for roday's fiber-opric
communicarions nerworks, CD players
and laser primers.
Basic Sciences: John Maynard Smich (U.K.),
for work char conrribured co the unified
undersranding of fundamemal issues in
evolurionary biology.
Arts and Philosophy: Gyorgy Ligeri
(Ausrria), a masrer of modern music
whose work was fearured in the film
"2001: A Space Odyssey."

For more information on the symposium,
log on to http://peace.sandiego.edu or call
(619) 260-7509.
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Glory. No Problem.

T

by Michael R. Haskins, photos by Gary Payne '86

he rwo California kids met as freshmen
on che Torero Stadium field. Kyle
Slusser, a call, lanky safety from Alea
Loma, a small town 90 minutes ease of Los Angeles,
and Anthony Banovac, a hulking 260-pound defensive tackle from Norchridge, just a few miles from
the beaches of Malibu. They have been inseparable
ever since. Room.mates for four years, they wake
each other up at 5:30 a.m. co life weights, then eat
breakfast together before heading off co separate
classes. A few hours lacer, they meet up again and
join rhe rest of the football Toreros for practice,
urging each ocher on through endless drills and
workouts.
Even before they met, the rwo had a lot in common.
Boch had standout high school football careers; both

were heartbroken when they fai led co land a
football scholarship co a major university. Decermined co play ball, each found their way co USD,
a university neither had heard of previously. USD
couldn't offer chem money, bur it did offer chem
the chance co play at the NCM collegiate level, an
opportunity afforded co less than 6 percent of all
high school players.
Last year, in what was supposed ro be the greatest
rime of their lives - their senior season - the best
friends' world imploded. In a preseason practice,
Banovac core a ligament in his right knee, ending
his season before it began. In the first game, Slusser
broke a bone in his leg. Thinking ir was just a bad
bruise, he played in the next game - and the bone
shattered.
FALL 2001
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They're not even stars
on their own campus.
Un like many other athletes who compete for
USD, football players
don't get extra financial
aid, because footbal l at
USD is a non-scholarship
sport. They receive no
special consideration
when it comes to admissions or academics . And
every once in a while, a
fellow student frustrates
them by not even knowing that football is played
at Alcala Park.
Being a celebrity isn't
One Last Time
in the cards for Torero
Kyle Slusser (left) and Anthony Banovac returned to play one final
football players, and they
season for USD.
don't care. Bur they do
care about winning. They want to make
Standing on the sidelines last fall, watch ing
their teammates, the two friends had plenty
their school proud, they want to play solid
of time to think about their futures: graduafootbal l and play it with pride. Thar's all
tion, jobs, getting on with life. The more
Slusser and Banovac want - one more shot
to live some of the best moments of their
they thought about it, the more wrong it
lives.
seemed.
"We don't get the glory, but we do get the
So they decided to come back.
"I just couldn't finish that way," says
chance to play footbal l with a group of guys
Slusser, who barely completes his sentence
who all love the game," says Banovac. "How
can that not be fun? "
before Banovac adds: "Once Kyle decided to
come back, that was it for me. I was coming
back, too. "
Convincing each other to return for a fifth
year of college was easy. Doing it was much
harder. Banovac's mom had taken a job to
help him pay for school , and his dad pressed
him to graduate. Slusser's parents were less
than thrilled about him returning to the
game that put him on crutches. But when
their sons poured out their hearts about how
much they cherish the game and their teammates, rhe parents couldn't watch them walk
away witho ut completing their dream.
"I know that I'm going to graduate, get a
job and wake up every morning having to
pay off these extra loans, " says Banovac, who
borrowed money to stay in school and, like
Slusser, will graduate next yea r with classes
well beyond the required credits. "Bur to be
with these guys, to play one more year, it's
worth ir."
Like their teammates, Slusser and Banovac
play for the love of the game. They have to.
Torero footbal l will never be featured on
ABC's Saturd ay afternoon coll ege football
lineup. Precious few USD players have a
shot at playing professionally. And in San
Diego, they're ofren overshadowed by char
bigger program across town.
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Playing with the Big Kids
University of San Diego footbal l will never
be confused with Florida State, Nebraska or
any of the 100 or so universities that invest
millions in the game, luring top high school
prospects with 60 ,000-seat stadi ums and
full-ride scholarships.
USD simply can't compete with those
powerhouse programs when it comes to
money - the university doesn't have the
funds to offer its football recruits athletic
scholarships. Bur what USD lacks in finances
it makes up for in a first-rate education, a
close-knit campus and the chance to play in
Division I, the top echelon of the National
Collegiate Arh leric Association.
W hen a 1991 NCAA rule change required
universities to play all sports at the same
level, USD, which had played Division III
football but competed in Division I for other
sports, was faced with a choice - drop football or find a niche within Division I.
Dropping the sport was never an option.
"USD is a young school, bur football has
a tradition and a history here, and it brings
something special to campus life," says
Athletics Director Tom Iannacone. "The
program was important enough for us to say
we'd step up and move forward. "
Because of the vast differences among university football programs, the NCAA divides

Blood, Sweat, and No Tears
Torero Football preparation combines a grueling mix of strength training, conditioning and endless drills.

Division I football into
two categories. The
megabucks programs compete in I-A; USD plays in
the I-AA category, a mixed
bag of large and small
schools, some of which
offer as many as 65 football scholarships, while others provide no
extra financial assistance for football players.
Most run the gamut in between.
In searching for Division I opponents,
Iannacone made contact with the Aedgling
Pioneer Football League. Composed of
Midwestern colleges that had competed at
other NCAA levels, the league philosophy is
that qualiry football and high academic standards are not mutually exclusive. To keep
play competitive and fair, league members
agreed not to offer football scholarships.
USD joined the PFL for its inaugural season
in 1993.
While nor well-known, USD's opponents
aren't pushovers. PFL reams like Ohio's
Universiry of Dayton and Iowa's Drake
Universiry hail from the nation's heartland,
where football is a staple and the corn-fed
players often rower over the Toreros.

Being a celebrity isn't in the
cards for Torero football
players, and they don't care.
"I knew that going from high school ro
college the game would be a lot faster and
harder," says freshman Jeff Langdon, "but it
was even harder than I expected. The reams
at this level make you use everything you
have, physically and mentally. "
USD has never finished higher than second
place in the league, and that on ly happened
once, in 1997. The Toreros have never beaten
Dayton, and topped Drake only twice in
nine cries.
The rest of the schedule is no cakewalk.
Outside che league, USD plays rough
California schools such as Azusa Pacific and
Universiry of Redlands, and the scenic home
location helps attract Ease Coast opponents
like Georgerown Universiry, Yale and Brown.
"We play a hard schedule, but we play ic
competitively and it gets us noticed," says
head coach Kevin McGarry, who has been
with che Toreros for 24 years. "Most of our

Ba'• Gal a Nnr lama
Senior Dana White is still receiving passes,
but the shape of the ball has changed. After
four standout seasons as a point guard for
the USO basketball team, White traded his
shorts and sneakers for a helmet and pads,
joining the football Toreros as a wide
receiver. White, a two-time all-state receiver at his Phoenix, Ariz., high school, was
recruited by Arizona State and UNLV to
play football, but picked USO for academics
and the chance to play basketball. A firstteam All-West Coast Conference pick and
the basketball team's most valuable player
last year, White already is making an
impact on the gridiron, pulling down his
first touchdown pass of the season in USD's
Sept. 9 victory over University of Redlands.

players now come from the West, but we're
establishing a profile char will attract top
high school players from across the country
and rake our team ro the next level."
The Toreros can rake a big step in chat
direction rhis year. This season, the fivemember Pioneer Football League added a
four-team southern division. The division
winners will face off Nov. 17 to decide the
PFL championship, hosted by rhe winner of
the northern division. For these nine schools,

Hustle Up!
Head Coach Kevin McGarry oversees four
to five practices a week.

it's the equivalent of a major bowl game.
And che Toreros - with more than 25
sen ior players and the ream's first 3-0 scare
since 1990, including a key PFL vicrory over
Drake - plan on getting ro chat game.
"Sure, we've all talked about bringing the
PFL championship to USD, " says Slusser,
who chis season set rhe Torero all-rime
record for interceptions. "When we played
Yale in 1997 and Torero Stadium sold out,
it definitely was the most exciting game we
ever played. This would be bigger."

FA LL 2001
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might be lost among many stars at a bigger
program, McGarry can almost assure him the
chance to shine at USD.
"I can cell chem they'll probably see more
playing rime, and char educationally USD is
better than the Ivy League," McGarry says.
"Our professors do the teaching themselves,
without grad assistants, and they pay attention to che students. Thar's more important
than football. "
The strategy helps land players like senior
Brian Luman, a standout defensive player
from Oregon who has a chance to go pro.
He could have walked on at University of
Oregon, but
instead chose
USD.
"I thought
about what I
wanted, and
decided char I
didn't care about
whose hat I wore, as long as I could play,"
says Luman, who lase year earned First Team
All-PLF honors. "I picked USD for the education, but the chance to start every game as
a freshman was a big deal, too."
Tim Roch '98 felt the same way. A kicker
who earned a scholarship to Washington
State University out of high school, Roch

was never happy at the huge college. He
transferred to a small school, then met
McGarry, at the time the Toreros' defensive
coach, and decided to come to USD . The
year after Roth arrived in San Diego, Washington State made it to the Rose Bowl, the
highest-profile college game in the country.
Although he could have played before
90,000 screaming fans, Roth says he preferred the cozy confines ofTorero Stadium.
"I chose Washington because chat's where
the money was, but I based my decision
about USD on where I would be happy,"
says Roch, who was recruited by the San

Banding together for the love of
the game, the players all end up
with 1 00 brothers for a season.

Education Firstii
Football Secon
Championship or nor, McGarry and his
coaches - with three full-timers, the staff is
among the smallest in the league - work
hard every year to concoct a winning formula
from a roster that can suddenly change.
Unbound by scholarships, players may
choose to drop football at any rime, so
McGarry occasionally is faced with a hole
that he must fill with a less experienced player.
While firring the pieces together, the coaches
compete for recruits with other elite universities, including Ivy League schools char don't
offer football scholarships but easily can outspend USD on need-based financial aid.
"I have zero difficulty selling the school
and convincing students to come here,"
McGarry says. "But when we show up on
the doorstep and cell these kids we wane
them, they don't know if they can afford
to come here."
McGarry and his coaches combat the
problem by going after the guys who want to
get a good education - 25 Torero players
have made the PFL All-Academic squad
since joining the league - and a chance to
play. When he recruits a top prospect, who

Diego Chargers in 1998, didn't make the
ream and now is part-owner of an RV salescompany in San Antonio, Texas. "I had the
experience of a lifetime at USD; the camaraderie of the team is something I still miss
terribly."
A select few Toreros do land a career in
the big leagues. Mike Maslowski, who played

The Test of Time

1•
Pioneers play first game,
Sept. 29, against Air Force
Academy, lose 46-0.
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Pioneers play first and
only game against San
Diego State University,
lose 42-12. At season's
end, football program
canceled due to budget
constraints and inability
to compete.

Renamed the
Toreros, the
football team
re-emerges as
a club sport
supported solely
by student fees. Posts 5-2
record.

USO brings back football
as an officially sanctioned
sport, competing in NCAA
Division Ill. First-season
record is 9-2-1 andToreros
make only appearance in
the NCAA postseason, losing to Wittenberg, 21-14.

Due to NFL
strike, USOOccidental
College game
is televised nationally,
with renowned commentators Dick Stockton and
Hank Stram calling the
game. USO loses, 34-20.

Study Group
Matt Danielak and
Geoffrey Pakis,
along with the rest
of their teammates,
take time every
Monday night to
study together in
the library.

fro m 1969-70, when football was a club
spore supported by student fees and fund
raisers, went on co a fi ve-year NFL career
wi th che Los Angeles Rams and Chicago
Bears. Dylan Ching, who holds most USD
pass-receiving reco rds, has played the past
cwo seasons for the Saskatchewan Roughriders in che Canadian Football League, and
will return co US D chis spring co complete
his busi ness degree.
In che back of thei r minds, most Toreros
d ream of a sim ilar pro career, but they're
smart enough ro know the odds are agai nst
chem. And the absence of a win-at-al l-coses
mental ity means they can focus on school a good thing, because US D 's academ ic
standards exceed N CM requirements.
"T he way they stick it out and succeed
means chat they really wane ro be at USD,
and chey really wane co play foo tball," says
Shaney Fin k, che To reros' academic advise r,
who mo nitors achleces' academic progress,
makes sure they remain eligible co play and
arranges tu to ring assistance. "T he com mi tment they m ake is challenging, but th ey
come out as better people."
O n Monday nights, when the team studies as a gro up in Copley Lib rary, you'll find
senior wide receiver Dylan Mo ra, one of a
half-dozen players who balan ces football
with a major in engineering, arguably che
roughest program on campus. Or Eric
Rasmussen, a sophomore business major

with a 3.9 grade point
average, who shared tears
of joy wich his dad when
he won the startin g quarterback job chis fal l.
Classes and studying
are scheduled aro und
daily cwo-hour practices,
twice-weekly weight lifting and running sessions,
team mee tings and
review of the Saturday
game film on Sunday afternoons. Like Jay
Le no, the players cake Mondays off, but can't
afford the luxury of sleeping in, since afternoon p ractices mean morning classes are a
muse.
"It's cough during che season co make the
transition from games an d practice co the
books," says Mora, "but yo u just do ic. "
Even chose whose numbers don't often get
called wo uldn't trade in the hours of practice
an d juggling classes. To chem, footbal l is nor
life. It's just a big pare of enj oying life.
"I go t pushed aro und a lot by some bigger
guys, but I'd do it all over agai n," says Score
Felber '00, at 240 pounds a smallish offensive lineman who only played abo ut 60 minutes of foo tball in four years. "In part because I never quit anything, but moscly
because of the friends I made. Even when
I wasn't playing, I was always pare of the
team."

W hat US D foo tball cakes out of its players
in phys ical, m ental and emotional coils, it
gives back in lasting m emories and ties.
Band ing together for the love of the game,
the players all end up wi th 100 brothers for
a season. For Kyle Slusser and Anthony
Banovac, each fo und a best frien d for life.
T hey admi t to having some aspiratio ns for a
professional career, bur right now they're
fo cused on making the most of their las t season together.
"Without these fri ends I wo uldn't have
made it back," says Slusser, exchanging a
grin with Banovac. "When yo u rake away
everything else, it's playing with guys who
love the game char makes it worthwhile."

The Toreros remaining home games this season
are Nov. 3 vs. Georgetown University and Nov.
IO vs. ~gner College. For ticket information,
call (619) 260-7550.

1993

1994

1997

1999

2001

USO moves football program into
NCAA
Division I,
joins Pioneer
Football
League. Firstyear record is
6-4-1.

Doug Popovich, defensive
back, is first Torero to
receive Division I-AA AllAmerican honors.

Team
posts 8-3
overall
record,
finishes
second
in PFL. USO posts first
win over Drake University,
39-30.

USO hosts Yale
University; game is an
advance sellout.Yale
wins, 17-6.

Torero Stadium expands
to nearly 6,000 seats.
Toreros win home opener against Azusa Pacific,
34-13, before record-setting crowd of 4,433, and
start season with a 3-0
record.
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THE

)
Her first job out of

college is 1

Class Notes
1971
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

1963
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Alma (Lujan) Lyon retired from
rhe Los Angeles County Health
Department after 35 years as a
microbiologist and an environmental health specialist. She now works
as a public health microbiologist at
the Riverside County Health
Department.

Ronald Beals retired after 20 years
in the U.S. Naval Reserves. He also
worked for Cross Country Trucking
and retired after 15 years of providing
financial services. Ronald now works
part-time for rhe Kroger Grocery
Company.... J. Denton Collier
is living life as a starving artist whi le
creating sculptures of wood, clay and
welded steel. His poetry, he says,
rivals that of Walt Whitman and
E.E. Cummings. He also performs
as a one-man band singing songs
he's written abo ut San Diego.

1974

Judicial District ofiowa. He also
served in Iowa as assistant counry
attorney and county attorney for
Lucas Co un ty.

1978
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Marcella (Marquez) Mickunas
worked for Sea World in San Diego
and in Ohio. She later obtained a
secretarial degree and met her husband, Timothy, who was part of a
lay Catholic missionary group. This
affiliation landed the couple in
McAllen, Texas, where they are part
of a Mexican Catholic movement
in Reynosa, Mexico, and Marcella is
enjoying being a full-rime mom.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

1966
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

After 22 years of service, Father
Ron Buchmiller recently retired
from the Navy as a captain in the
chaplain co rps. He now serves as the
pastor of Our Lady of Perpetual
Help parish in Lakeside, Calif. . . .
Diane (Anderson) Malowney
and her daughter, Kathy, won a
2001-2002 Golden Web Award for
their children's Web sire, imahero.com.

~a.,~t
1970s

1970
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Maria (Vattuone) lraci retired
chis year from the School of
Madeleine, where she taught for
12 years. Maria and her husband,
Matthew, have three daughters,
Catherine, Maria and Annamarie.

Robert "Bob" C. Emery
(M.Ed.) recently was re-elected to
his sixth term on the Poway City
Council. Emery has served on the
co un cil since 1980, and has served
three terms as the ciry's mayor. He
curren rly represents Poway on rhe
Metropolitan Transit Development
Board and is an alternate representative on rhe San Diego Association
of Governments. Bob is a middle
schoo l reacher in the Escondido
Union School District, where he has
taught for 36 years, and is in his
third term as president of his local
reacher's union. Both Bob and his
wife, Suzan ne, a San Diego County
high school reacher for 35 years,
will retire this year.

1975
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Michael Streit Q.D.) was named
to the Iowa Supreme Court in
July by Iowa's governor. M ichael
had served on the Iowa Court of
Appeals since 1996, and previously
as a district court judge for the Fifth

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Jan Fladeboe (L.LM '84) has
been a fore ign service officer since
1998. He retired from the Marine
Corps as a lieurenant colonel and
also worked as a Russian Foreign
Service Officer in the American
Embassy in Moscow.

1980
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Monty McIntyre Q.D.) a civil
lirigarion attorney with Seltzer,
Cap lan, McMahon & Vitek, was
elected president of the San Diego
Coun ty Bar Association in June.
Monty also has received two
Oursranding Trial Lawyer Awards
from the Consumer Attorneys of
San Diego.

continued on page 30
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EFORE WE READ
THIS, LET'S ALL
PROMISE NOT TO
BE TOO JEALOUS
OF JACKIE KIM.
Sure, she's young, smart and
beautiful. But what really gets
you is Kim landed one of those
fabulous - with a capital "F" jobs within weeks of her
December graduation. Like
someone out of a James Bond
movie, Kim is handed an assignment each month that has her
sipping pina coladas on the
beach in St.Thomas, taking in a
Whoopi Goldberg show from
the front row of a Las Vegas
showroom, or tucking herself
into combed Egyptian cotton
sheets in a five-star Ritz Carlton
hotel.
And, geez, she gets paid for it.
A travel director for Maritz
Travel Company, one of the
nation's largest corporate travel
firms, Kim, 21 , makes sure that
business meetings, conventions
and employee incentive programs for major corporations
like Microsoft, Oracle and Ford
Motors run smoothly. And since
most VIPs of Fortune 500 companies prefer to huddle at the
Four Seasons rather than Motel
6, Kim goes along for the ride.
"I have heard my co-workers
describe our job as anything
from 'adult babysitter' to 'professional double-checker,"' says
Kim, who finds it impossible to

,,

TM
ege is fi rst class
describe a typical
day, because there
is no such thing.
Jackie Kim
" I've had days
where my job literally was to pick up
the CEO from the
airport and walk
him around from
meeting to meeting
to dinner to make
sure he didn't get
lost," Kim, a communications major,
explains. "And then
I've had jobs where
I had to stand in
the lobby for six
hours and be a
pointer - literally
pointing out to
people where to go
- and thought to
myself, 'I went to
college for this?" '
While some days
are long and monotonous and require hours of
computer and cell phone work
to track down travel, catering
and business details, travel directors also handle VIPs' special
requests or step in during an
emergency. One of Kim 's
colleagues was working with
60 clients in Egypt during
t he 1997 terrorist attack on a
group of tourists, when getting
out of the country suddenly
became a frantic proposition.
Finding all the airlines booked,

'0 I

the travel director bought an airplane, found a pilot, and flew the
group out.
"He just put it on a special
credit card they give us - plastic
works everywhere," Kim says.
She acknowledges that a travel
director occasionally encounters
an unusual request, describing one
co-worker who had to go to a
strip club and reserve a front row
table for five hours until the VIP
arrived. A male travel director, he
didn't seem to mind too much.

"It's definitely been an eyeopening experience;· adds Kim,
who says despite the exotic
locales, the pay is relatively low
and the travel makes it impossible
to have a personal life.
"Most people who do this are
under 30 and stay with it for only
two to three years.You're only
home a few days out of the
month, and when you are, your
relationship is with your cell
phone and Blockbuster (video);'
she says.

But the long hours are quickly
forgotten when an assignment to
the Four Seasons in Bali comes
across her desk, and dating takes
a back seat to traveling first
class and eating at gourmet
restaurants.
"There have been times when
I've been laying on the beach in
St. Thomas, having a pina colada
and saying to myself, 'I'm getting
paid for this.' That's when all the
work pays off."
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LEARNI
1981
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Joan McMillan is pursuing her

master of fine arcs degree in creative
writing at San Jose Scare University
after enjoying a 20-year vacation
from academia. In May she was the
reci pien r of the Mary Lonn berg
Smith Poerry Award from Cabri llo
College. Her eldest son, Christopher,
is livi ng in Buffalo, N.Y., where he
attends Erie College.

Hands-on
education is
administrator's
philosophy

1981
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Ann M. Dellinger is a medical
epidemiologist with the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. As
a scientific consul tant to four sraces,
Ann studied the injuries to rescue
workers following the 1995 bombing
of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal
Building in Oklahoma. In Illi nois
and Georgia, during emergency Aood
disaster conditions, she designed,
conducted and analyzed darn abo ut
the injuries related to the Aoods. In
addition, she evaluated a program for
Maine's Bureau of Motor Vehicles to
restrict drivers with certain medical
conditions and functional impairments.... Karen Koch is a cofo un der and reacher at Sc. Eph rem
Maronice Carbolic Academy in
El Cajon, Calif., rhe first Maronice
school in the Unired Stares.

1983
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMN I

Thomas Swanke is an assistant

professor of econom ics ar Chadron
Stare College in northwest Nebraska.
The school is very similar to his
forme r college, West Virginia Scace
College, except char ir is a residential college.

1985
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMN I

John Kownacki is a lasik surgeon

at Kawesch Lase r Center in La Jolla.
He lives in Del Mar, Cal if. , with his
wife, Darcy, and their two children,
Cody, 12, and Jordan, 11 .

1986
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMN I

Wade Lindenberger is director

of acco unting and finance se rvices
for Resources Connection, a professional services firm in San Diego.
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RMEDWITH
A SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATION BACKGROUND,
leadership skills honed at USD
and seven major credit cards,
Stuart Grauer set out to open
his own private school that uses
real-world projects to make the
curriculum come alive.
Grauer, who in 1989 earned
a master's degree in educational
leadership, began recruiting
students through newspaper
ads and securing the necessary
licenses in 1991. Acting largely
on faith in his own unconventional teaching methods, he
opened the school in an Encinitas,
Calif., strip mall within three
months. The faculty included
himself and three part-time
teachers. His roster was
IO students who paid $9,000
each in annual tuition.
A decade later, with I 5 teachers, 65 students who pay $12,000
tuition and a $1 million endowment, Grauer recently broke
ground on a new $4.5 million,
five-acre campus, where he plans
to teach up to I SO students.
"Looking back now, I realize I
operated on blind faith, jumping
first and then looking," says
Grauer, who says tight finances
during the school's early days
forced him to convince his landlord to let him live rent-free for
three months.

Unlike traditional public
schools, Grauer's school
eschews standard lectures ,
textbooks and tests in favor
of community service work,
classroom visits from local
experts and off-campus journeys to add depth to the curriculum for the sixth through
12th grade students.
Science class might be held
at the mouth of the nearby
San Elijo Lagoon so students
can measure the level of ocean
pollution. To explore math and
science , as well as culture and
art, students track migratory
sea turtles in Mexico's Sea
of Cortez or build irrigation
ditches on the Havasupai reservation in the Grand Canyon .
"Students in our school do thousands of hours of humanitarian
and ecological service every year;'
says Gra uer, formerly an administrator at San Diego County

private schools and headmaster
at a private school in Switzerland.
"Last year, they built homes fo r
the needy, read to elderly and to
the young, and were docents at
Quail Botanical Gardens. These
are dues-paying, shoe-leather
wearing programs that the kids
sacrifice to be part of:'
Classrooms feature long tables,
similar to those in corporate
board rooms, around which students have individual desks where
they file their work, create portfolios and defend their grades much like defending a thesis.The
school offers technology so
advanced that students - who
run the computer network and
built the school's Web site turn in term papers that integrate
video, audio and Web links on
CD-ROM.
This hands-on philosophy has
helped Grauer's graduates gain
acceptance into colleges such as

1989

1993

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Robert Milota (M.A. '90) is an
admissions officer and teacher at
Laurel Springs School in Ojai,
Calif., a private school chat specializes in independent study.

Shane Bohart and his wife,
Heather (Meyer) Bohart ' 92,

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Michael S. Wildermuth (J.D.)

married his high school sweetheart,
Lisa, and now has three chi ldren ,
Rebecca, 9, Nicole, 6, and John, I.
He seeded in the town in wh ich he
and Lisa grew up and in 1998
joined a local 11-accorney firm
called Nevers, Palazzo, Madduz &
Packard. Before joining his current
firm , Michael was che ins urance
coverage counsel for CNA Insurance
Companies in Los Angeles.

1990
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Shannon Kern and his wife,

St uart Grauer '89 tears out nonnative ice plant with students
Ch elsea and Caitlin Wells as part
of t heir hands-on education.

USO, UC Berkeley, UCSD and
Rutgers University in New Jersey.
The students exceed high school
graduation requirements by taking an extra year of a foreign language, art, physical education and
lab science, and their ave rage
Scholastic Aptitude Test scores
rank higher than th ree-quarters
of U.S. high schoolers.
"We build resumes fo r our students;' Grauer says,"so when they
apply to colleges they have strong
references from teachers, have
been on challenging expeditions,
have strong grades and a long history of serving their community."
For information, call The Grauer
Schoof at (760) 944-6777 or fog
on to www.grauerschoof.com.

1988
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Philip Hans Roos is command-

ing che USS Champion, a minesweeper based in Texas. Philip and
his wife, Susan, have four children:
Jordan, 13, Blake, 11, Brenden, 8,
and Taylor, 6.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Byron Pearson (J.D.) received

his Ph.D. in American history
from the University of Arizona
in 1998. He caught U.S. history
at the University of Arizona and
University of Tulsa, and now is an
assistant professor of history at West
Texas A&M .... Josie Rodriguez
(M.A.) has been a clinical chaplain
for Sharp Hospital, Scripps Mercy
and San Diego Hospice che past
12 years. She and her husband, Al,
recently opened an arc retreat in
their home in Mission Hills. To
learn more about che retreat, which
Josie calls "a nurturing environment
where books, arc, mixed-media,
collage and writing are caught,"
visit www.yagoccahavearc.net.

Michelle, have a son, Dylan
Michael, 2.... J.J. Lastelick, who
lase year moved his consulting practice co Salomon Smith Barney in La
Jolla, Calif., from Merrill Lynch in
Dall as, was transferred back co
Dall as in September.... Howard
Nelson is working as an intervencional radiologist at Mease Hospitals
in Clearwater, Fla., where he moved
in Ju ly 2000 with his wife, Michelle,
and his sons, Alex, 8, Zach, 6, and
Andrew, 4.

moved co Avon, Colo., with their
daughter, Grace, in May. Shane is
working on a long-rerm, mixed-use
development project in Vai l with
his company, Cacellus. Heather is
enjoying her time as a sray-ac-home
mom .... Jeffrey Ertwine, after
serving six months in Japan for
the U.S. Marine Corps, moved co
Quantico, Va., co attend Amphibious Warfare School. This summer
he was an instructor for the officer
candidate school and wi ll be stationed chis fal l in Atlanta Aying
FA-l 8s for che Marine Corps. Las e
yea r he and his wife, Meeghan,
welcomed their second child, Carson .
. . . Leaf Jensen has rwo children,
Erix Soren, 5, and Rane Kalen,
6 months, with wife Deboral1 ....
Caroline Walther-Meade is
returning co New York co work as
an attorney at Milbank Tweed,
where she will specialize in the
financing of infrastructure projects
in Larin America. Caroline spent
the past I 8 months in Rio and
San Paolo, Brazil, working on oil,
power and gas projects for Milbank
and learning Portuguese.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Joanne Zipay (M.F.A.) recently

directed a production of "The
Tempest" with the Judith Shakespeare
Company in New York City. Her
husband, PhiUip Hernandez, was the
executive producer.

1994
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Karen Cadiero-Kaplan com-

1991
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Patricia (Higgins) Richard

(M.A.) received her doctorate in history from Marquette University in
Mi lwaukee in June.

1991
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Sherrill L. (McCormick) Weller,
and her husband, Christopher
Weller ' 93 , are both in the Navy.

Chris is a Aighc instructor and
Sherrill is practicing internal medicine at a naval hospital in Pensacola,
Fla. T hey have rwo children,
Zachary, 3, and Megan, 1.

pleted her Ph.D in education from
a joint program berween San Diego
Scace University and Claremont
Graduate Univers ity. She now is
assistant professor of policy studies
and cross-cul rural education at
SDSU .... James Cook left che
Navy afrer four years and now is in
the naval ship repair business in San
Jose, Calif. ... Keith Kos:z:uta is
a manager at the computer business
management firm Accenture in
Scocrsdale, Ariz.

1995
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

R. Erich Staebler is a correctional

probation officer for San Diego
County, where he lives with wife
FALL2001
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Heather and their ch ildren, Zachary,
Benjamin and Elisabeth ....
Mildred Medina is beginning a
doctoral program in child clinical
psychology at the University of
Hartford in Connecticut.
LAW SCHOOL AND GRADUATE ALUMN I

Mauricio Mendoza (M.F.A.) has
appeared in several movies, including "Blow" with Johnny Depp. He
currendy appears in the Showcime
series "Res urrection Blvd. "

1996
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Claire Galang lives in San Diego
and designs floral arrangements in
her home business, Fleurs de C laire.
... Barbara Lynch works for
American Airl ines in Tucson, Ariz.,
and also is a representative of Excel
Telecommunications ... . W hen
Benjamin Mendoza is nor busy
at his day job as an acco unt executive with Sprint PCS, he's pursuing
his passion for che performing ans.
Mose recendy, he scarred as Kenicke
in che C hristian Comm uni ty
Theatre's production of "Grease." ...
Valerie (Dalton) Thompson
and husband Seth Thompson '97
live in Tustin, Calif. He is working
on his teaching credential at Cal
Scace Fullerton; she reaches science
at an Irvine high school.

1997
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Deborah Aguirre-Casillas is a
mental health nurse in a psychiatric
intensive care unit at UCLA Neuropsychiatric Hospital. She and high
schoo l sweetheart Miguel Casillas
eloped lase year and were married
in Las Vegas . . .. Robert Michael
Way received his J.D. from th e
Thomas Jefferson School of Law.
An accomp lished violinist who performed at the "Orvieca Musica" fes-

rival in Italy, Robert also is a thirddegree black belt martial ans
mscructor.

-

1998
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Michelle Darnell recendy earned
her M .A. in philosophy from Purdue
University, where she already is
at work on her doctorate ....
Valerie Franziska Millard is
a Right attendant and is planning
a trip around the wo rld with
her fiance, Dann Laufer. ...
Reymundo Romero recendy
returned to the United Scates after
living for more than two years in
Mexico, Turkey and Germany as a
Deere & Company supp ly management special ise. He currendy is a
buyer for John Deere in Mol ine, Ill.,
and is working on his M .B.A. at
Western Illinois Un iversity.. ..
Brian Thornton is director of
marketing for the Sacramento
River Cats, a minor league baseball
team affil iated with the Oakland
Achlecics. In its first year, the team
sec the Pacific Coast League attendance record . Brian and his wife,
Janee, have two boys, Sam and Jack.

~
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Scott Burton is a reporter for
the ABC affi liate in Las Vegas . . ..
Joseph Galascione has moved to
New York Ciry to attend law school.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Ronald Allen (M.A.) is director
of religious education for Our Lady
of Grace Ch urch in El Cajon, Calif.
He and his wife, Linda, also are
invo lved in detention ministry and
che Padre Prayergroup of San Diego.
. . . Anne A, Lee Q.0.) recendy
joined th e San Diego law firm of
Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison representing emerging growth and public
companies with a focus on public
and private finance.

1999
Bridget (O'Neil) Stiegler had
a busy spring. Just days before her
March marriage ro Travis Stiegler,
she was accepted to the Midwestern
University School of Medicine where
she will pursue her dream of becoming a doctor. In June, she received
word chat she had won the International Library of Poetry's Ed itor's
C hoice Award. Two of her works
were published in chat organization's
annual anthology. She also was
named recipient of the Internacional
Poet of Merit Award and read her
work at the World Poetry Symposium in Washington, D.C.

((rompage 7)

It is a sculpture of the hand of Bishop Charles
Francis Buddy, co-founder of the University of
San Diego. The statue was a gift from Sir Daniel
Donohue, chairman of the Dan Murphy Foundation, who admired the bishop's commitment
to Catholic education. When completed in the
late 1980s, the statue was placed just east of the
Hahn University Center, where it frequently was
decorated by students heading to and from the
UC. It was moved to its more sedate location on
the lawn between The lmmaculata and Maher
Hall in the mid '90s.
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Mark Lehberg '81 wed Leslie
Hinckley on March 10 in Palos
Verdes, Calif. Mark worked for
Eastman Kodak in New York for
11 years before getting his law
degree at Wake Forest. He now
practices law fo r Gray Cary in San
Diego .... Heidi Ellis '93 married
Eric Buschow on Apri l 29 in
Wesdake Village, Calif. H eid i is a
speech pathologist in Los Angeles.
Eri c is a detective . . . . Jessica
Fawver '93 married Alexis Garcia
on June 21 in T he Ritz-Carlton in
Bali. The co upl e live in San Diego,
where Jessica is a securities and
consumer class action attorney for
Krause & Kalfayan and Alexis is a
civi l litigation acrorney for Legal
Aid .. . . Dan Kilkenny '93 married Jennifer Hove on April 28 in
Carlsbad, Calif. Dan relocated to
Carlsbad lase year with his company,
Burlington Industries .... Ryan
Azlein '96 wed Nico le Casti ll o
on June 22 in Camarillo, Calif.
The couple live in Woodland Hills,
Calif. , where Nicole reaches kinder-

garcen and Ryan works nearby as an
atto rn ey for a Los Angeles law firm.
.. . Joanna Margaret Lee '98
and Paul Brian Bruso '96 were
wed on June 23 in San Francisco,
where Brian is finishing his M.B.A.
at the University of San Francisco
and is working fo r a software company. Joanna is teaching an d is starting the master's program at Sc.
Mary's College in Moraga, Calif. ...
Michelle Dye '99 was married
on March 3 in Coronado, Calif., ro
Robert D. Matthias, a graduate of
che U.S . Naval Academy. Boch are
commissioned officers in the Navy
and stati oned in Seacde .... Gibsey
Pence '99 and Josh Beckett '98
were married July 14 in Paso Robles,
Calif., where Gibsey teaches first
grade and Josh is an assistant winemaker at the Peachy Canyon W inery.
... Andreanna Sharp '99 and
Michael Murphy '99 were wed
on June 23 in The Immaculaca.
Andreanna is a teacher in Point
Loma and is pursing a master's
degree in school counseling at USO.
Michael is an officer with the USS
Duluth stationed in San Diego ... .
Erin (England) Acosta '00 was
married in May. She and her husband live in Orange Co un ty, Calif.,
where she works for a commercial
real estate firm.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMN I

Joffrey Chartier '98 (M.B.A.)
married France-Marie Legoux on
Aug. 11 in France.

John J. Jakubc:z:yk '76 and his
wife, Petra, welcomed their 1Och
ch ild, Anthony, on June 21. As ide
from keeping busy parenting eight
boys and two gi rls, John has had a
private law practi ce in Phoenix fo r
21 years and serves as president of
Arizona Right ro Life ... . Jennifer
(Payton) Brown '86 and her
husband, Rick, welcomed their
first child , Ian Jameson , on June 5.
Jennifer recen dy transferred to the
San Diego office of Ernst & Young
where she is an audit sen ior manager.
The family has relocated to San

Diego from Murrieta, Cal if., and
is busy landscaping a new home in
che San Pasqual Val ley. . .. Frank
Sennes '88, '90 and Leslie
(Young) Sennes '88 celebraced
che birth of a daughter, Ch loe
Isabel, on March 27. C hloe joined
brothers Chrisropher, 7, and
Benjamin, 4 .... John Dasher
'89 and his wife, Kristi, welcomed
a son, Alexander Mika, on May 5.
. . . Geoffrey R. Dean '89 and
his wife, Vida, welcomed their first
ch ild, Jackso n Louis, on March 21.
... Susan (Daudelin) Wynne '89
and husband Rich welcomed their
second child, Matthew John, on
Nov. 15. Matthew joins sister Kelsey
in the fam ily's Dallas home. Susan
recendy left Lucent Technologies
to purs ue other caree r opportun iti es ... . Suzanne (Fentress)
Guzzardo '90 and her husband,
Do m inic, celebrated the birth of
their second son , Adam Scott, in
October 2000. T he family recencly
moved back to San Diego, where
Suzanne is a sray-ar-home mom ....
Steve Koenig '90 and his wife,
Dana, celebrated the birth of their
first child, Jack H en ry, on Apri l 24.
Steve lefr rhe Navy afrer 10 years
of service and graduated with his
M.B.A. from Regis University in
March .... Jon Peabody '90 and
his wife, Kimberly, were blessed
with a son, Evan Thomas, on July 4.
The fam ily lives in Newport Beach,
C al if. ... Rob Gannon '91 and
his wi fe, H ope, welcomed thei r first
ch ild, Matthew James, on July 8. T he
family lives in Cosca Mesa, Calif. ...
Louis Skertich '91 and his wife,
C arolyn, celeb rated the birth of Louis
C onnor on Mother's Day, exacdy
five years after the arrival of their
<laugh rer, Jade Taylor. Louis is a vice
president with UBS PaineWebber in
Beverly Hills, Calif. . .. Peter J.
Thompson '93 and his wife wel-

corned their second so n, Andrew
H amilton, on June 19, joining brother Adam ... . Mark Maynard '9S
and his wife, Pamela, welcomed d1eir
first child, Jake Thomas, on March 7.
Mark is an editor for Reno.com, an
online magazine, and recendy
bought a ho me in Sun Valley, Nev.
... Lorraine (Camp) Wilson '97
and husband Steve gave birth to a
so n, Gavyn, on April 26. The fan1ily
recendy bought their first home in
Escondido, Calif., where Lorraine
reaches high school Span ish.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMN I

Susan Yeck '84 Q.D.) and her
husband, Ron Sample, celebrated
the birth of their first child , O livia
Grace, on Nov. 24. Susan and Ron
have a law practice together in the
Mammoth Lakes area of Cal ifornia.

In Memoriam
Cleo Angleton '61 , a registered
nurse for 30 years, passed away
June 26. She was 88. Mrs. Angleton
attended USD after raising her
daughter, earni ng dual degrees in
biology and nursing. H er daughter,
Marita (Angleton) Sheehan
'64, graduated with a biology
degree j use three years after her
mother, and now is dean of the
medical school at Texas Tech. Mrs.
Angleto n is su rvived by her daughter, Marica, a son, Joesph, 10 grandchi ldren and seven great-grandchi ld ren. A funeral Mass was celebrated
June 29 in Santa Sophi a Catholic
C hurch in Spring Val ley, Calif. ...
Judith (Throp) Modzeleski '61,
a chemist w ho analyzed the material
from the Apollo lunar landings,
passed away July 2. She was 61.
Mrs. Modzeleski and her husband,
Vi nce, performed chemistry research
at UCSD and the University of

Arizona, where mey analyzed lunar
samples for organic and mineral
co ntent. She is survived by her husband and a son, Christopher. A
funeral Mass was celebrated July 16
in Sc. Patrick's C hurch in Carlsbad,
Calif. ... Walter T. Casey ' 66,
who worked in the insurance industry in Somhern Cali forn ia as a safety engineer for more than 30 yea rs,
passed away May 27. He was 58 .
A Vietnam War veteran who flew
medivac helicopters and was awarded rhe Distinguished Flying Cross,
Mr. Casey is survived by his w ife,
Linda; a daughter and so n; a srepdaugh cer and stepson; and three
grandchildren. Donatio ns can be

Class Correspondents
If your class does not have a correspondent and you would like to volunteer, please contact USO Magazine at (619) 260-4684, or e-mai l us at
classnotes@sandiego.edu.
If your class has a correspondent, please send news directly to him or
her, or e-mail notes to classnotes@sandiego.edu.
'61 Dennis Halloran

'91 Glenn Hickok

23896 Taranto Bay
Monarch Beach, CA 92629
DLH alloran@oco. net
'64 Delle Willett Stattin
2440 Caminita Venido
San Diego, CA 92107
dwillett@sdnhm .org
'6 7 Joseph Walker
715 South 32nd Street
Renton, WA 98055-5097
jwa eattle@aol.com
'73 Michael Aeling
48 Darlene Street
St. Paul , MN 55119
maeling@ qwest.net

'93

'81 Lisa Sill

'95

'83
'84

'85

T ELL US ABOUT IT

'86

Send class notes co either your class correspondent
or one of the following addresses, and we'll get
it in USD Magazine as soon as possi ble. Class
notes are edited for space, and only wedding
information, not engagements, will be published.

'87

E-mail: classnotes@sandiego.edu
Web site: http://alumni.sandiego.edu/usdmagazine
U.S. Mail: USO Magazine
Publications Office
University of San Diego
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 921 I0

made to Sc. Augustine High Schoo l
in Pacific Beach or San Diego
Hospice .. .. Dennis Dugan '73 ,
an in ventor and profess ional engineer, died March 20. He was 49 . A
San C lemente, Calif., resident for
28 years, Mr. Dugan was retired
from the engineering firm of TRW
and had parented a locking security
device. An avid bike rider and
surfer, he was a member of US D 's
su rfing ream. He is survived by his
parents, T homas and Mary; three
b rothers and rwo sisters. Donations
can be made to the National
Multiple Scleros is Society, 175 00
Red Hill Ave., Suite 240, Irvine,
Cali f., 92614.

'89

10720 Ohio Avenue, # 12
Lo Angeles, CA 90024
Rick Sanchez
rickandJorid @earthlink.net
Nom1a Samaniego
489 Pescado Place
Encinitas, CA 92024
nom1 am@home.com
Katie (O' Rourke) Delano
425 Yale Avenue
Coalinga, CA 93210
delcode@ inreach.com
Shannon Smith
520 E. 76th St.
No. 12-B
New York, NY 10021
ssmith32 I I @aol.com
Niamh Foley-Homan
158 Jones Street
Middletown, R.I. 02842
fo leyhoman @mindspring.com
Colleen Blackmore Pappas
69 IO Blue Orchid Lane
Carlsbad, CA 92009
coUeen@theblackmorecompany.com

'92

'94

805 Ramey St.
Alexandri a, VA 22301
US O 199 1alum @aol.com
Mike Willian1s
I020 Honeysuckle Drive
San Marcos, CA 92069
MikeWz@Pacbell.net
Hays (Fraim) Padrnos
9832 Crystallo Court
Parker, CO 80134
dpadmos@aol.com
Lauren (Ria ki) Young
7948 E. Vassar Drive
Denver, CO 8023 1
lmriaski @hotmail.com
Eric Ludwig
16372 Sarape Drive
San Diego, CA 92 128
Fgludwig3@aol.com

'96 Joy Deut ch

12604 Carmel Country Road,
No. 20
San Diego, CA 92 I30
jdeutsch @eyemedvi ioncare.com
'97 Colleen Engel Johnson

11763 Westview Pkwy
San Diego, CA 92 126
engeljohnson@aol.com
'98 Elizabeth Himchak
11 334 Capilla Road
San Diego, CA 92127
elizabeth98@alum.acusd.edu
'99 Sara Strauhal
656 Wick Avenue
Youngstown , OH 44502
smstraulh @cc.ysu.edu
'00 Scott Bergen

17 12 E. Chevy Chae Dr. Apt. B
Glendale, CA 91206
scottbergen@yahoo.com
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IN THEIR OWN WORDS

'Bad Career Choice' Becomes
Life-Changing Experience
USD's American Humanics program, started in 1988, is part ofa
national alliance ofuniversities and nonprofit organiZtltions that
prepares students for careers in human service fields such as the Red
Cross, Habitat for Humanity and Girl Scouts. While graduates of the
program likely never will become wealthy, they discover working for
nonprofits can make them rich in many other ways.
Heidi Knujf '01, who received her American Humanics Certificate
this spring, shares her experience.

I

n May, I sac gluing lirrle felt puppets together with nearly empty
glue containers. I was cold I was assembling "craft kits" for the
Girl Scours co hand our when they visit schools. NI the squeezing
was making my hands cramp and rum purple, my head was pounding from the Kenny G on the overhead speakers,
and my back was aching from sirring on a hard,
tiny stool for three hours. Ar chat moment, I
was convinced I would never complete the
23 hours of community service required of
me for my American Humanics Certificate.
Ir was also the moment char I cursed
myself for chinking char working for
nonprofits was a good career choice.
Because I procrastinated during
my lase semester of college, I had
one weekend co complete rhe final
hours of community service I needed
co graduate from the program.
After a long week of classes and a
Saturday morning spent planting
trees for my biology class, I sec
our for a Special Olympics bowling
tournament.
I was greeted at a cable and given
a name rag. Tired and discouraged
from my previous volunteer work, I
was a little annoyed when I was simply instructed co "go inside and find
your partner." I went in co find hundreds of people talking and laughing,
none of whom seemed co notice me. I
finally wandered up co one woman
and asked her for help. She led me co
my new "buddy," a 35-year-old woman
with Down syndrome named Shawna,
who introduced me co rhe rest of her bowlmg ream.
Shawna and the ocher disabled bowlers in
lanes 11 and 12 caught me a lot char Saturday.
I helped some co rhe bathroom . I lee Shawna
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cry on my shoulder about Melvin, rhe boyfriend who dumped her. I
found bowling balls with bigger finger holes, or balls char were
lighter. I talked with Linda about her boyfriend, for whom she is
knitting an afghan. I talked with Phillip about the sparkled bowling
ball his parents bought for him. I tied shoelaces. I cheered. I pressed
the reset button hundreds of rimes.
When the day was over and my teammates all had their medals
hung proudly around their necks, I gave hugs co everyone. I was sad
to go. I was even somewhat jealous when they all walked away from
me coward the bus stop co go co their group home, while I drove
home alone. I admired the way they accepted me. I wanted co be
as crusting and giving as my teammates were. Instead of being
exhausted by the day, I was energized by it.
The next morning, my alarm rang at 6:30 a.m. I was our of the
house by 7 a.m. co be in Oceanside for a blood drive. I was going co
greet and register blood donors. I pulled up co Sr. Mary's Scar of the
Sea Church co find a tiny Bloodmobile van. Beside the van was a
card cable and folding chair. I
checked my car's outside thermometer - it read 40 degrees.
I pulled on my swearer and
headed co the chair, where I
sac for the next six hours. I
registered {including
myself) a whopping 19
people.
But I also was given
flowers by rhe guys
from the flower
shop next door. The nurses inside the Bloodmobile
van gave me handwarmers, two jackets and blankets. The head of the Lions Club brought me coffee
and gave me a pancake breakfast ticker. The nurses
rook rums coming out co visit me, and one churchgoer sat and talked with me for more than an hour.
Again, I lefr feeling great. This rime, I was a little
numb and shivering, but I still felt energized by my
expenence.
Twenty-three hours of community service lacer,
I have a different view of nonprofits than the one
with which I started . I wane co take back my pessimistic attitude. I had a great weekend. I mer some
wonderful people. I feel like I helped, bur I feel like
I beneficed even more.
This past summer, I worked at an international children's
camp in England and have just returned co San Diego,
where I am looking for a job, perhaps in the field of
international education. I'm nor sure if I will work in
the nonprofit sector, but I will never question if my
American Humanics Certificate was of use co me.

"Instead of being
exhausted by

the day, I was

energized by it."

For a complete listing, click on the news and events section of USD's Web site at www.sandiego.edu.
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Joan B. Kroc Institute for
Peace and Justice Dedication

Marketing Yourself
for Career Advancement
in the Event Industry

See page 21 for details. (619) 260-7509.

9 a.m.-4 p.m., Manchester Executive Conference
Center. $200. To register, call (619) 260-5986.

16
Open HouseJoan B. Kroc Institute
for Peace and Justice
Be among the first to get an up-close look at
USD 's new center for peace and justice studies.
4-6 p.m. RSVP by calling (619) 260-7509.

30
Avoiding the Telephone Con
An FBI special agent gives tips on avoiding
telephone scams at this free Invisible University
event. I0-1 I :30 a.m., Manchester Executive
Conference Center. (619) 260-4815, or log on
to http://alumni.sandiego.edu/iu.

8
Alumni Mass

3
Toreros v. Georgetown
Watch the Toreros take on their newest football
opponent at 7 p.m. in Torero Stadium. For tickets
call (619) 260-7550.

7
International Finance

11

11

This conference studies the
future of residential real estate at
the national , regional, and local
level. 8:30-1 I:30 a.m ., Hahn
University Center Forum. $65.
Call (6 I9) 260-4872 or log on to
http://realestate.sandiego.edu.

Senior Thesis Exhibitions

I

Senior art work is on display through December
in the Visual Arts Center in Sacred Heart Hall,
Room I02. Free. (619) 260-2280.

Examine emerging trends in commercial real estate
at the national, regional and local level at this USO
Real Estate Institute event. 7:30-10:30 a.m., Hahn
University Center Forum. $65.(619) 260-7513 or
log on to http://realestate.sandiego.edu.

1-4
Family Weekend
Families of USO students are invited to visit
classrooms, tour the campus, attend athletic events
and experience college life at Alcala Park. Call
(619) 260-4808 or e-mail skalish@sandiego.edu
fo r information.

Cantatas and Carols
University Choir and the Choral Scholars present
this holiday event, directed by Ondine Young.
8 p.m., Dec. 8, and 2 p.m., Dec. 9, in Founders
Chapel. $8 general , $5 students and seniors, free
with USD ID card.

This Certificate in International Business course
includes letters of credit, government programs
and foreign exchange management. 6-9 p.m.,
Nov. 7, 14, 28 and Dec. 5. Manchester Executive
Conference Center. $240.To register, call
(619) 260-5986 or log on to www.sandiego.edu/cib.

NOVEMBER

Commercial Real Estate
Trends 2002 Conference

Includes presentation of the Bishop Buddy Award ,
5 p.m., Founders Chapel. For information, call
(619) 260-4819.

Residential Real
Estate Conference:
Outlook 2002

13
Founders Day Mass
Celebrating the feast of San Diego de Alcala, the
patron saint of the Diocese, and USO founders
Bishop Buddy and Mother Hill, this year's service
recognizes the campus' grounds keepers for
their dedication. Noon, Founders Chapel.
(619) 260-2296.

IS
How Do the New
Estate Tax Laws Affect You?

REGIONAL ALUMNI EVENTS

DENVER
NOVEMBER 15
Denver Alumni Gathering

Join fellow alums from the Denver area
for a night of memories. 6 p.m., Mattie's,
1942 Market St. (619) 260-4819 or e-mail
Matt Bury at mbury@srg.com.

ORANGE COUNTY
DECEMBER 9
Alumni Mass and Reception

Come find out where you fit in with Uncle Sam
at this Invisible University event. I0-1 I :30 a.m.,
Mancheste r Executive Conference Center. Free.
(619) 260-4815. or log on to http://alumni.
sandiego.edu/iu.

I I:30 a.m., Sts. Simon and Jude Catholic Church,
20444 Magnolia St., Huntington Beach, Calif.
(714) 962-3333 .

17

DECEMBER 9

SAN FRANCISCO
Alumni Mass and Reception

Approaches to
Contemplative Prayer

5 p.m. , 761 Hilary Dr., Tiburon , Calif.
(415) 435-1122.

Sister Annice Callahan, RSCJ , presents four weekly
sessions about learning to be in God's presence
through contemplative prayer. Tuesdays through
Dec. 18. I0:30 a.m.-noon, St. Brigid Church,
Pacific Beach. $40 pre-registration, $50 at the
door or $13 per session. For information, call
(619) 260-4525.

ARIZONA
DECEMBER 16
Alumni Mass and Reception

5:30 p.m., Mt. Claret Cursillo Center,
4633 N. 54th St., Phoen ix. Ariz.
(602) 840-5066.
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